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LONG STRING DYNAMICS IN PURE GRAVITY ON AdS3J. Kim *, M. PorratiCenter for Cosmology and Partile Physis, Department of Physis, New York University10003, New York, NY, USAReeived Otober 11, 2014We study the lassial dynamis of a ompletion of pure AdS3 gravity, whose only degrees of freedom areboundary gravitons and long strings. We argue that the best regime for desribing pure gravity is that of�heavy� strings, for whih bak-reation e�ets on the metri must be taken into aount. We show that onebak-reation is properly aounted for, regular �nite-energy states are produed by heavy strings even in thein�nite-tension limit. Suh a proess is similar to, but di�erent from, nuleation of spae out of a �bubble ofnothing�. Contribution for the JETP speial issue in honor of V. A. Rubakov's 60th birthdayDOI: 10.7868/S00444510150301671. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARYThis paper is dediated to Valery Rubakov on theoasion of his 60th birthday. Valery has been a pio-neer and a master in understanding the role of nonper-turbative solutions of �eld equations in quantum �eldtheory. This paper is devoted to a partiular ase ofsoliton dynamis. Although limited in sope, we be-lieve that it ontains some results worth reporting. Wehope that its readers will onsider it also a worthy trib-ute to Valery's work.Pure gravity in three dimensions does not propagateloal degrees of freedom, as a simple ounting argumentshows: six of the 12 Hamiltonian degrees of freedom ofthe 3D graviton g�� are removed by gauge invarianesand the remaining ones are removed by 3+3 onstraintsthat follow from Einstein's equations. Hene, 3D grav-ity does not propagate gravitational waves. In the pres-ene of a negative osmologial onstant, pure gravitystill exhibits a nontrivial dynamis, beause there existboundary gravitons [1℄ and blak hole solutions [2℄. TheEinstein�Hilbert ation of pure gravity with a negativeosmologial onstant �1=l2 isSEH = 116�G Z d3xp�g�R + 2l2� : (1)Boundary gravitons exist beause the asymptotimetri of 3D anti de Sitter spae (AdS) is preserved by*E-mail: jk2943�nyu.edu

a set of di�eomorphisms that at nontrivially on theboundary. Spei�ally, the ondition of being asymp-totially AdS3 means that the metri has the form [1℄gtt = �r2=l2 +O(1); gt� = O(1);gtr = O(r�3); grr = l2=r2 +O(r�4);gr� = O(r�3); g�� = r2 +O(1): (2)These boundary onditions are preserved by di�eomor-phisms with the asymptoti form�t = l[f(x+) + g(x�)℄ ++ l32r2 [�2+f+(x+) + �2�g(x�)℄ +O(r�4);�� = [f(x+)� g(x�)℄�� l22r2 [�2+f+(x+)� �2�g(x�)℄ +O(r�4);�r = �r[�+f(x+) + ��g(x�)℄ +O(r�1): (3)
The allowed di�eomorphisms are parameterized by twoarbitrary funtions f(x+) and g(x�), eah dependingon only one of the two boundary light-one oordinates(x� = t=l� �). The time t and the angular oordinate� � � + 2� parameterize the AdS3 boundary, while ris its radial oordinate. The boundary is at r =1 and2�� = l�=�t� �=��.The lassial Poisson brakets assoiated withasymptoti di�eomorphisms (3) de�ne two Virasoro al-gebras with the same entral harge  = 3l=2G [1℄;therefore, after quantization, the Hilbert spae of anyquantum gravity with the same asymptotis (whether543



J. Kim, M. Porrati ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 3, 2015pure or with matter) must fall into unitary represen-tations of the Virasoro algebras. This purely kinemat-ial fat has a deep onsequene if we further assumethat quantum gravity on AdS3 is dual to a 2D onfor-mal �eld theory (CFT) [3℄. Modular invariane of theCFT, disreteness of the spetrum, and the existeneof an Sl(2; C)-invariant state with onformal weights� = �� = 0 then imply that the asymptoti density ofstates at levels (�; ��) is [4℄d(�; ��) � eS = exp�2�p�=6 + 2�q ��=6� : (4)Rotating blak-hole solutions for pure 3D AdS gra-vity (2) do exist [2℄. Their metri depends on two pa-rameters: the mass M and the angular momentum J .The metri is [2℄ds2 = �N2dt2 +N�2dr2 + r2(N�dt+ d�)2;N2 = �8GM + r2l2 + 16G2J2r2 ; N� = 4GJr2 : (5)After the identi�ation�+ 24 = Ml + J2 ; ��+ 24 = Ml � J2 ;Cardy formula (4) mathes the Bekenstein�Hawkingformula for the entropy of rotating blak holes [5℄S = SBH = 2�rh=4G;rh = lq4GM + 4GpM2 � J2=l2: (6)The result in Ref. [5℄ is general. In partiular, itdoes not depend on the matter ontent of the AdS3bulk theory. Amusingly, pure gravity seems to defygeneral formulas (4) and (6). Indeed, as notied in [6℄,the asymptoti dynamis of Eq. (1) is desribed by aLiouville ation. Upon quantization, the Liouville the-ory beomes an unusual onformal �eld theory beauseof two features. The �rst is that its spetrum doesnot inlude an Sl(2; C) invariant state. Instead, physi-al states obey the �Seiberg bound� �; �� > (� 1)=24[7℄. The seond is that physial states are only plane-wave normalizable, beause the spetrum of the Liou-ville theory is ontinuous. These properties are wellestablished in onsistent quantizations of Liouville the-ory at  > 1 [8℄.The redution of pure gravity to a boundary Liou-ville theory is most easily proven by writing Einstein�Hilbert ation (1) in terms of two Sl(2; R) Chern�Simons theories [9℄SEH = SCS;k[A℄� SCS;k[ ~A℄; k = l=4G: (7)

With ta denoting the three Sl(2; R) generators in thefundamental representation, the Chern�Simons ationis SCS;k[A℄ = k4�Tr ZM �A ^ dA+ 23A ^ A ^ A�++ boundary terms: (8)The gauge potentials A and ~A are related to thedreibein ea and spin onnetion !a byAa = !a + eal ; ~Aa = !a � eal ; A = Aata: (9)Some of the equations of motion derived from (7) areonstraints. In the gauge A� = ~A+ = 0, when the3D spae is topologially the produt of a 2D dis Dand the real line R, they imply that Ar = U�1dU and~A = V �1dV , with U (V ) being an Sl(2; R)-valuedfuntion of r; x+ (r; x�). With the solution of theonstraints substituted in the Chern�Simons ation,the bulk terms disappear and the ation redues toa boundary term. This term is the 2D hiral Wess�Zumino ation [10, 11℄. Further onstraints, followingfrom the requirement that A and ~A give an asymptoti-ally AdS metri, redue the Wess�Zumino ation to aLiouville ation [6℄.An attentive reader should have notied an unwar-ranted assumption here. We assumed that the 3Dspae was topologially global AdS3 to arrive at a Li-ouville ation. In the presene of blak holes, i. e., hori-zons, or of time-like singularities assoiated with point-like partiles in the bulk, the ation at the r = 1boundary must be supplemented with other terms atthe inner boundary/horizon. A possible interpreta-tion of these terms is that they desribe the statesof the AdS3 quantum gravity, more preisely, the pri-mary states in eah irreduible representation (irrep) ofthe V irasoro�V irasoro algebra ating on the Hilbertspae of quantum AdS3 gravity1). The role of theboundary Liouville theory would then be simply to de-sribe the Virasoro desendants in eah irrep (f. [12℄).In this interpretation, other information is needed todetermine the spetrum of primary operators.One hint that pure gravity ould nevertheless havethe same spetrum of primaries as the Liouville the-ory omes from anonial quantization of pure gravity.1)The �onstrain �rst� Hamiltonian formalism was used in [11℄to study the e�et of point-like insertions and nontrivial topologyfor ompat-group Chern�Simons theories.544



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 3, 2015 Long string dynamis in pure gravity on AdS3Already in the 1990s, it was shown that the wave fun-tions obtained by quantizing the Sl(2; R) Chern�Si-mons theory are Virasoro onformal bloks [13℄. TwoSl(2; R) Chern�Simons ations are ombined into theation of pure gravity, and hene the Hilbert spaeof pure gravity must be (a subspae of) the produtof eah Chern�Simons Hilbert spae. In a forthom-ing publiation, we will argue that the pure-gravityHilbert spae is the target spae of onformal �eld theo-ries with ontinuous spetrum and obeying the Seibergbound [14℄ (f. [15℄). Assuming from now on that thisresult holds, we onlude that pure gravity in AdS3should ontain states that an reah the boundary at a�nite ost in energy, sine states on�ned to the inte-rior of the AdS spae have a disrete spetrum. Thenone natural question to ask is: what are those states?The mass of suh states must be large in AdS units:Ml � 1, otherwise gravity ould not be alled �pure�in any sense. The states annot be massive partiles,whih annot reah the AdS boundary. Indeed, there isonly one natural andidate for suh states: they mustbe long strings. These states have already been invokedas a possible solution to ertain problems of the parti-tion funtion of Eulidean pure gravity in [16℄.The rest of this paper is devoted to studying thee�et of long strings in AdS3 gravity. Setion 2 sum-marizes known features of long strings in the probe ap-proximation, whih holds when bak-reation on themetri and quantum string dynamis e�et an bothbe negleted. This happens when the string tension Tis in the range l�2 � T � G�1l�1. Setion 3 desribesthe ase of �light� strings, whih were studied in detailin [17℄: T . l�2. It is a regime where bak-reation anbe negleted, but quantum e�ets annot. This is aninteresting ase, but far from pure gravity, as we will ar-gue using some results in Ref. [17℄. Setion 4 studies the�heavy� string ase, T & G�1l�1, when bak-reationannot be negleted. We argue that this regime is bestsuited to desribe a pure gravity theory ontaining BTZblak holes and no states below the Seiberg bound. Wefurther show that in order to reover the mass gap pre-dited by the Seiberg bound, the string tension must bePlankian, T = O(G�2) � G�1l�1. This is the limitT ! 1, whih is nonsingular thanks to bak-reatione�ets. Finite-mass BTZ states arise via a proess sim-ilar to nuleation of the universe out of a �bubble ofnothing�2).2) Di�erently from the quantum nuleation ase, the proessunder onsideration here is a lassial one, in whih the initialstate ontains a long string approahing the boundary in the re-mote past. This is good, beause up-tunnelling from a bubble ofnothing [18℄ is forbidden in the AdS spae [19℄.

2. LONG STRINGS IN THE PROBEAPPROXIMATIONIf short-string dynamis and bak-reation are neg-ligible, as it happens when the string tension is in theintermediate range l�2 � T � G�1l�1, the e�ets oflong strings an be desribed in the probe approxima-tion. The long string probe is loated at the radial po-sition r = R(�) and its lassial ation is made of twoterms [20℄. One is proportional to the area spanned bythe string world-sheet �, and the other is proportionalto the volume enlosed by the world-sheet:S = TA(�)� ql3V (�): (10)The seond term requires oupling the string to an an-tisymmetri two-form. The world-sheet ation of thestring thus aquires a termS = : : :+ q Z� dX� ^ dX�B�� : (11)The two-formB is analogous to the Kalb�Ramond formof fundamental strings. It has the gauge invarianeB ! B + d� and its bulk ation isSB = �1=12 ZAdS3 H ^ �H; H = dB: (12)This ation does not propagate any degree of freedomin three dimensions. Hene, the bulk theory in thepresene of the form B is still pure gravity, but witha osmologial onstant that depends on the value ofthe �eld strength H . The �eld strength is quantized inunits of q, the two-form harge of the string [21, 22℄.The asymptoti value of string ation (10) is bestwritten in terms of a rede�ned radial oordinate ',the indued world-sheet metri h, and the world-sheetsalar urvature R [20℄ asS = T l2 Z� d2�ph�� � (1�q)e2'4 +(�')22 +'R2 �R4 +O(e�2')� ; (13)r=l = e' + e�''Rl2 +O(e�2'): (14)To reah the boundary with �nite energy, we must setq = 1. At q = 1, Eq. (13) beomes the Liouville ation.Its entral harge is L = 1+12�T l2. Quantum e�etsan be negleted in the semilassial regime for the Li-ouville theory, that is, when L � 1, and hene when11 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 3 545



J. Kim, M. Porrati ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 3, 2015T � l�2. Crossing the brane, the osmologial on-stant hanges and so does the entral harge  = 3l=2G.If we all l+ the AdS radius outside the brane and l�the radius inside, the entral-harge hange is3l+2G � 3l�2G � � = L � 12�T l2: (15)Bak-reation e�et an be negleted when �= � 1,and hene when T � G�1l�1. This inequality on theother hand implies that the energy gap between thevauum and the long-string states, given by the Seibergbound with  = L, isE = L � 112 = �T l2 � � 112 :Therefore, the theory ontains states with energy wellbelow the BTZ blak hole threshold. It is thereforedoubtful whether we an all gravity plus strings inthe regime l�2 � T � G�1l�1 �pure�.The most obvious method for inreasing the gap isto make T & G�1l�1 and take full aount of the bak-reation. This is done in Se. 4. In the next setion,we examine a more exoti possibility. Namely, we studythe dynamis of light strings with the tension T � l�2.Although a theory with strings of tension smaller thanthe AdS sale ontain a large number of light states,maybe it ould still bear resemblane to pure gravityif these states deouple in the limit as the string ou-pling onstant goes to zero. In next setion, we use theresults in [17℄ to argue against this possibility.3. LIGHT STRINGS AND THE ABSENCE OFBTZ STATESStrings in AdS3 with bakground NS forms an bestudied to all orders in �0 = l2s = 1=2�T . In partiular,exat expressions for the generators of the target-spaeVirasoro algebras an be found [23℄. The low-tensionregion ls & l may seem quite the opposite of pure grav-ity, sine it ontains an abundane of light degrees offreedom. One exoti possibility is to deouple all theunwanted states by sending the string oupling on-stant gs to zero. Beause g2s = G=ls [23℄, deouplingmeans that we are sending ls !1 while keeping G andl �nite with l=G � 1. The last ondition guaranteesthat the AdS spae is still marosopi and oneptssuh as a blak hole, metri, and so on are meaningful.The �rst ondition may deouple stringy exitations,leaving only BTZ states.To hek if deoupling is atually possible, we mustparameterize our theory in terms of quantities that re-mains valid beyond the point-partile limit. Therefore,

instead of the ratio l=ls we should use the level k of theSl(2; R) world-sheet urrent algebra and use the target-spae entral harge  instead of l=G. In the semilas-sial, point-partile limit, k = l2=l2s and  = 3l=2G.It was argued in [17℄ that a sharp phase transitionours at k = 1. For k > 1, the asymptoti density ofstates at high energy is dominated by BTZ blak holesand the target-spae theory has an Sl(2; R)� Sl(2; R)invariant vauum. For k < 1, neither the vauumnor the BTZ blak hole states are normalizable. Theasymptoti density of states is dominated by weaklyoupled long strings. The �rst property agrees withexpetations from anonial quantization of pure grav-ity and its similarities with the Liouville theory. Theseond property seems to ontradit the fat that BTZblak holes are the only primary states in pure gravity.Nevertheless, it ould be that at k < 1, weakly oupledlong strings are just BTZ states in disguise.The last possibility seems unlikely and in any asea better argument exists against the deoupling limit.The problem arises beause in a onformal �eld the-ory where the lowest onformal weight of a physialprimary operator is not � = 0, but some �m > 0,the e�etive entral harge appearing in Cardy's for-mula (4) is eff =  � 24�m [4℄. The Seiberg bound� � (�1)=24 then tells us that in �Liouville-like� puregravity, eff = 1.On the other hand, it was found in [17℄ that thee�etive target-spae entral harge for the long stringgas is3)eff == ( 6g�2s (2� 1=k) for type-II superstings,6g�2s (4� 1=k) for bosoni strings. (16)Setting eff = 1, we havek = ( 1=2 +O(g2) for type-II superstings,1=4 +O(g2) for bosoni strings. (17)On the other hand, the target-spae entral hargeis [17℄ = ( 6g�2s k for type-II superstings,6g�2s (k + 2) for bosoni strings. (18)Hene, in both ases gs ! 0 implies  ! 1, while wewant to keep � 1 but �nite.3) Type-II and heteroti superstings were studied in [17℄. For-mulas for the bosoni string are the same as those for the right-moving setor of the heteroti string.546



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 3, 2015 Long string dynamis in pure gravity on AdS3If we had tried to keep  �nite in the limit gs ! 0,we would have also run into a ontradition beauseeff would have beome either negative or larger than .Both these possibilities are forbidden in unitary CFTs.4. HEAVY LONG STRINGSIn the regime T & G�1l�1, the metri is deformedby the bak-reation of the string. The proess thatan lead to formation of massive point-like partiles ora BTZ blak hole is the ollapse of a long string ar-bitrarily lose to the boundary of AdS3 in the remotepast. This is what we examine at the lassial levelin this setion. The ollapse of shells of matter withvarious equations of state was onsidered in [24℄.We �rst onsider the ollapse of a shell of matterwith rotational symmetry (whih is a losed string intwo spae dimensions) arriving from a radial positionarbitrarily lose to the boundary of an asymptotiallyAdS spae in the remote past. Inside the shell, the met-ri is pure AdS3 and outside is that of a nonrotatingBTZ blak hole. The metris inside and outside a shellwith a world-sheet � areds2� = ��1+r2�l2� � dt2�+�1+r2�l2� ��1dr2�+d�2�;ds2+ = ���8GM + r2+l2+ � dt2+ ++��8GM + r2+l2+ ��1dr2+ + d�2+: (19)Here, the subsript � is used for variables de�ned in-side the shell and + for those outside it. If the stringhas no angular motion, we an de�ne the �proper time�by moving on the world-sheet at a �xed � and param-eterize � as ds2� = �d�2 + (R(�))2 d�2; (20)where R(�) is the radius of the string.The disontinuity of the extrinsi urvature K�ijaross the shell is related to the stress�energy tensorof the string Sij on � by the so-alled Israel boundaryonditions; preisely,+ij � �ij = 8�GSij ; �ij = K�ij � gijK�: (21)It is onvenient to study the string dynamis usinga omoving frame, spanned by the proper time and(1=R)��. In suh a frame, Sij = diag(T;�T ), and thedisontinuity in �ij , whih we all ij , is�� = � 1R (�+ � ��); �� = ddR (�+ � ��): (22)

Here, �� =q _R2 � 8GM� +R2=l2�;R(�) is the position of the string, and M� = �1=8G.Although we an easily solve the single equation ob-tained from (21) and (22) exatly, examining its asymp-toti behavior is su�ient for our purpose:8�GTR =s _R2+1+R2l2� �s _R2�8GM+R2l2+ == � 1l�� 1l+�R+ 12R h(l�+8GMl+)+ _R2(l��l+)i++O(R�3): (23)The leading-order term tells us that the string ten-sion should be 8�GT = 1l� � 1l+ : (24)If the tension di�ers from this value, the string eitherannot reah the boundary or reahes it with in�niteradial speed. Equation (24) is the generalization toheavy strings of the ondition q = 1 in Se. 2. We alla T obeying Eq. (24) the ritial tension and the stringwith suh tension, a ritial string.For a ritial string to exist, we must have l+ > l�,sine T is positive. Then the subleading-order term inasymptoti behavior (23) gives us an interesting boundon the mass of the ollapsing string:8GM � � 11 + 8�GT l+ : (25)We an understand this mass bound better by ex-pressing it in AdS units. At this point, we have twolength sales, l+ and l�, both of whih an be used toonvert energies into dimensionless quantities. The ra-dius of the asymptotially AdS metri outside the shellis l+, and therefore, if we want to relate bulk energiesto CFT weights, we have to use l+ as our unit of lenght.To ompare with CFT and with Se. 2, it is onve-nient to rede�ne the AdS3 energy as E0 = E + 1=8G.The vauum energy then vanishes, all masses are posi-tive, and the mass bound beomesM 0l+ � l+8G 8�GT l+1 + 8�GT l+ = +12 8�GT l+1 + 8�GT l+ : (26)The mass bound approahes zero as we send 8GTl+to zero, and therefore the tensionless limit annot berelated to the boundary Liouville theory obtained inSe. 2.547 11*



J. Kim, M. Porrati ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 3, 2015If 8GM 0l+ � 1, on the other hand, we have a �nitemass gap M 0l+ & +12 ; (27)where + = 3l+=2G. This agrees with the Seibergbound in a theory with a large entral harge  � 1,whih is needed for lassial geometry to make sense.If we insist that this mass bound be equal to theSeiberg bound, we �nd 8�GT l+ = +�1. This impliesthat the tension is of the order of unity in Plank units:TG2 � 1.We also have l� � G from ritial tension ondition(24). Therefore, we are onsidering a proess where along string with large tension is nuleated at the bound-ary from an AdS3 with the Plankian urvature. Al-though similar to the nuleation of an AdS �bubble ofnothing� [18; 19℄, the proess is di�erent. It is not aquantum transition but a lassial proess: the ollapseof a long string loated at the boundary at past in�n-ity. It is only thanks to the bak-reation e�ets thatthe two �in�nities� involved in the proess, 1=l� � 1=Gand T � 1=G2, anel to give a �nite result.Therefore, for TG2 � 1, long strings an produethe right mass spetrum, onsisting only of BTZ blakholes. Moreover, the large tension ensures that no un-wanted low-energy states are added to �pure� gravity.We argued that long strings ould aount for BTZblak holes, but our attention was limited to nonrotat-ing ones. We want to onlude this setion with someomment on the rotating BTZ ase. Inspired by thepreeding onsideration, we are tempted to use longstrings to explain rotating BTZ blak holes throughthe ollapse of a shell formed by a rotating long string.We next show that this is impossible, as long as theworld-sheet stress energy tensor Sij is diagonal. Thesimplest ase to analyze is the rotating BTZ blak holewith a string rotating at a onstant angular veloityand a �xed radius R. This ase su�es to show thegeneral problem that one enounters even in a moregeneral setting.We suppose that inside the shell, we have pure AdS3as before, but the outside metri isds2+ = �N2dt2++N�2dr2++r2+(N�dt++d�+)2;N2 = �8GM+r2+l2+ +16G2J2r2+ ; N� = 4GJr2+ : (28)We note that ds2� is diagonal, while ds2+ is not. To om-pute ij , however, the indued metris on the world-sheet � must be the same, i. e., (ds2�)j� = (ds2+)j�.

One way to aomplish this is to use the oordinatesystem spanned by(e�)� = (_t�; 0; 0); (e�)� = (0; 0; 1=R);(e+)� = (_t+; 0; _�+); (e+)� = (0; 0; 1=R); (29)where R is the radius of the string and _x denotes thederivative of x with respet to the proper time � .This means that outside the world-sheet, we usea rotating frame with a onstant angular veloity! = _�+= _t+, whih, in general, may be di�erent fromthat of the string. Both bases given in Eq. (29) areorthonormal if_t� = 1~�� ; _t+ = 1~�+ ; ! = 4GJR2 : (30)Here, ~�� =s�8GM� + R2l2� + 16G2J2�R2with M� = �1=8G, J� = 0, and J+ = J . In these o-ordinate systems, we �nd that the extrinsi urvaturesare K��� = ddR ~��; K��� = �4GJ�R2 ;K��� = � 1R ~��: (31)We note that these equations give �� = �4GJ=R2.Sine the origin of this term is the angular momentumof the BTZ blak hole, we annot make it vanish bygiving radial dynamis to the string. As long as weonsider a physial on�guration with angular symme-try, radial dynamis and rotations are the only motionswe an introdue at the lassial level. This suggests,therefore, that we have to relax the string equation ofstate � = �p = T to explain rotating BTZ states. Infat, when the equation of state is p = ��, the stringstress�energy tensor Sij is diagonal in any oordinateframe, whether rotating or not.One way to set p 6= �� is by exiting degrees offreedom on the string. One suh degree of freedom,the radial oordinate R, is always present, but othersmay exist, as they do in fundamental strings.One amusing agreement between long strings withthe equation of state p = �� and the Liouville theory isthat the latter ontains only primaries with equal leftand right onformal weights � = �� [8℄. Sine BTZstates must be primaries of the would-be CFT dual,suh equality implies the vanishing of the BTZ angularmomentum.At this point, the relation between long stringsand rotating blak holes is still unlear. It is possiblethat we would need a ompletely di�erent desription548
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